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Abstract
To form a coherent percept of the environment, the brain should integrate sensory
signals emanating from a common source, but segregate those from different
sources. Temporal regularities are prominent cues for multisensory integration in
particular for speech and music perception. In line with models of predictive coding,
we suggest that the brain adapts an internal model to the statistical regularities in its
environment. This internal model enables cross-sensory and sensorimotor temporal
predictions as a mechanism to arbitrate between integration and segregation of
signals from different senses.

2

Audiovisual integration and scene analysis as causal inference
Imagine you are at a concert of a large symphony orchestra. Your senses are
overwhelmed by all the sounds coming from many different instruments: the soar of
the violins, the blast of the trumpets, the whistle of the flutes, the deep resonance of
the double basses and the pounding of the timpani. At one moment, you attend
selectively to the melody played by the first violins and concurrently watch their bows
moving smoothly across the strings. Suddenly, their melody is interrupted by the
crash of timpani. Each time you see the mallet hitting the skin, you hear a big bang.
How can you segregate and selectively attend to the part played by the violins or
timpani that your eyes currently focus on? How does the brain bind this multitude of
auditory and visual signals into a structured experience of a concert performance
rather than a cacophonic multisensory chaos?

In order to transform the audiovisual signals into a unified percept, the brain needs to
solve the so-called causal inference problem and determine whether auditory (e.g.
the bang of the timpani) and visual signals (e.g. the musician‟s hand and arm
movements that lead the mallets to hit the timpani) are caused by same or different
instruments and musicians. Ideally, it should bind signals from vision and audition
when they come from the same instrument but process them independently when
they come from different sources. Prior knowledge, spatial, temporal and other
higher order statistical correspondence cues can inform the brain whether or not
auditory and visual signals come from common or independent sources

1-8

: First, the

concert attendees can use prior knowledge to associate auditory signals with distinct
instrumental groups based on their specific pitch and acoustic colours (e.g. the
acoustic colour of violins and tympani are clearly discernible). Second, they can bind
3

signals from vision and audition based on them happening at the same place, i.e.
spatial concordance

9-12

. If a sound played by a string instrument comes from the

right-hand side, it is more likely to be produced by the celli that are located in the
right wing of the orchestra than by the violins that sit in the opposite half. Third, even
when pitch, acoustic colour and spatial location are not informative, the brain can
infer whether auditory and visual signals emanate from common sources or events
based on audiovisual synchrony or temporal signal correlations

8, 13, 14

. For instance,

based on audiovisual temporal correlations we can selectively bind the sight of the
bow movements of the first violins with the auditory melody they play and segregate
it from counteracting tones played by the second violins. In summary, audiovisual
scene analysis requires the brain to infer the causal structure that generates the
sensory signals by combining top-down prior knowledge with a variety of temporal,
spatial and higher order statistical congruency cues.

Bayesian framework to model audiovisual scene analysis
From a Bayesian perspective, the brain is thought to perform audiovisual scene
analysis by forming a probabilistic generative model of the sensory inputs that is
inverted during perceptual inference

15

. Bayesian probability theory provides a

normative framework that formulates how observers should combine uncertain
sensory information to form a representation of the world (e.g. multisensory percept
of an orchestra performance). Recent models of Bayesian Causal Inference account
for human multisensory integration performance by explicitly modelling the potential
causal structures that could have generated the observed sensory signals

3, 11, 16-18

,

i.e. whether auditory and visual signals emanate from one common or two
independent sources. Under the assumption of a common signal source, the two uni4

sensory estimates of a physical property (e.g. stimulus location, onset time, duration,
shape etc.) are combined weighted according to their relative sensory reliabilities (=
inverse of variance)

19-24

. Under the hypothesis of two different sources, the auditory

and visual signals are processed independently. On a particular instance, the brain
cannot directly access the causal structure of the world, i.e. whether signals come
from common or independent sources. Instead, it needs to infer the causal structure
from the noisy sensory signals themselves such as them happening at the same
time or space. To account for this inherent uncertainty about the world‟s causal
structure, a final estimate of the physical property in question (e.g. stimulus duration,
timing) is obtained by combining the estimates of the physical property under various
causal structures using decisional strategies such as model averaging, model
selection or probability matching 18.

Indeed, numerous studies have shown that human observers arbitrate between
audiovisual integration and segregation for speech and music processing in line with
the principles of Bayesian Causal Inference. This has been illustrated both in i.
explicit causal inference tasks where participants explicitly determine whether
auditory and visual signals come from a common source or judge audiovisual
discrepancy (e.g. temporal asynchrony, spatial disparity), and ii. implicit causal
inference tasks where the influence of causal inference is characterized implicitly by
measuring its effect on multisensory integration and perceptual inference

25

. In other

words, even when participants do not explicitly judge the causal structure, their
causal decision determines whether and how they integrate signals into an
audiovisual percept of a property in the environment (e.g. spatial location, onset
timing). For speech recognition, causal inference has been characterized most
5

extensively in the McGurk illusion where observers integrate an auditory „ba‟ and
visual „ga‟ phoneme into an audiovisual „da‟ percept

26

. Critically, observer‟s

perception of a common source and the emergence of an integrated audiovisual „da‟
percept decrease with increasing audiovisual temporal asynchrony

5, 6, 8, 27

. In music,

the „pluck and bow‟ illusion is a related yet perhaps less well studied illusion

28

. In the

„pluck and bow‟ illusion, observers are presented with a video showing an actor
plucking or bowing a cello and a range of auditory signals that morph successively
from a sound of a pluck into a sound of a bow stimulus. Likewise, observers were
able to monitor the perceptual discrepancy of the auditory and visual signals in
explicit causal inference tasks. Further, the influence of the visual signal on the
observer‟s auditory „pluck‟ or „bow‟ percept was influenced by the discrepancy
between auditory and visual pluck or bow signals. Another recent study
demonstrated that visual gestures influence the estimation of sound duration for
percussive, but not sustained sounds. Critically, the impact of visual gestures were
observed only if the gesture preceded the sound by up to 700ms but not if the
gesture succeeded the sound, thus indicating that these multisensory effects relied
on causal inference and a temporal integration window

29

. Collectively this research

suggests that causal inference depends on a range of correspondence cues such as
temporal

asynchrony,

spatial

disparity

or

other

higher

order

statistical

correspondences (e.g. phoneme congruency) and is critical for audiovisual
perceptual inference.

Parametric models of Bayesian causal inference predict human behaviour well in
classical experimental settings where observers are presented with a limited number
of sensory signals and need to arbitrate between a small number of causal
6

structures, i.e. whether auditory and visual signals come from one or two sources
(Fig. 1). Yet, they are likely to face difficulties accommodating the numerous
potential causal structures underlying the sensory richness and complexity that is
characteristic of real-world situations such as an orchestra performance with many
different players and instruments. This suggests that parametric models of Bayesian
causal inference may define the normative and computational principles underlying
multisensory integration and audiovisual scene analysis, yet the brain will need nonparametric or approximate inference mechanisms or even simple heuristics to solve
causal inference problems facing the brain in our natural environment

30, 31

. Critically,

irrespective of the exact computational algorithms, the brain may use multisensory
causal inference that relies on a range of correspondence cues that indicate whether
signals in different senses are attributable to common events in the environment.
Given the importance of temporal information for music and speech processing, we
shall next discuss predictive coding and internal sensorimotor forward models as two
complementary mechanisms that may allow the brain to determine whether sensory
signals come from a common source based on cross-sensory or sensorimotor
temporal predictions.
Fig. 1 about here

Predictive coding and temporal predictions across the senses
The theory of predictive coding posits that the human brain optimizes an internal
model of its environment by reducing the errors between its top-down predictions
and the bottom-up sensory inputs across multiple levels of the cortical hierarchy 32-34.
Backward connections provide predictions from higher to subordinate cortical levels.

7

Conversely, forward connections furnish the prediction error that is computed at
each cortical level as the difference between top-down predictions and bottom-up
inputs. Research to date has focused predominantly on predictive coding as a
mechanism for perceptual inference in uni-sensory (e.g. auditory or visual) domains
and showed that observer‟s top-down predictions shape how we form a perceptual
interpretation of the incoming noisy sensory signals

35-40

. Yet, everyday experience

with the multisensory world will tune the internal model also to the statistics of natural
audiovisual stimuli. In particular, lifelong exposure to audiovisual speech and music
stimuli will shape the cortical hierarchical architecture to recapitulate their complex
temporal structure evolving concurrently in vision and audition (for higher order
cross-sensory predictions e.g. phoneme, gender, semantics see e.g.

9, 41-45

). This

internal model enables the brain to predict not only the temporal evolution of the
visual and/or auditory speech or music inputs but also their temporal relationship,
thereby imposing temporal constraints on audiovisual integration. Audiovisual signals
that match observers‟ expectations or predictions about the relative timing of the
sensory signals should be bound into a unified percept, while sensory signals that
violate expectations should be perceived as subjectively asynchronous and hence
be less likely to be integrated into a unified percept.

In line with the principles of predictive coding, a large body of research has shown
that audiovisual binding depends on bottom-up audiovisual stimulus statistics and
observers‟ top-down prior expectations

2, 7

. While simple transient auditory and visual

signals (e.g. beeps and flashes) do not need to be precisely synchronous, they need
to co-occur within a narrow temporal window of integration of tens of milliseconds in
order to be bound into a unified percept

46-49

. By contrast, trains of brief audiovisual
8

signals are bound even when the individual beeps and flashes are not temporally coincident but evolve in a temporally correlated fashion.

As a result, continuous

signals are integrated based on a shared temporal structure (e.g. as quantified by
non-zero lag temporal correlations) leading to a broader window of integration 14, 50.

Critically, the width and shape of the temporal integration window is moulded by
observers‟ prior expectations that adapt to the audiovisual statistics of the
environment at multiple timescales. At a fast timescale, the temporal integration
window and point of subjective simultaneity (i.e. the relative audiovisual timing that
maximizes perceived simultaneity) rapidly adapts to the level of asynchrony of the
audiovisual signals (for review see

51

). For instance, when presented with auditory

leading signals, observers recalibrate the perceived simultaneity of the audiovisual
signals such that auditory leading signals are more likely to be perceived as
synchronous

52, 53

. At longer timescales, lifelong exposure to environmental sensory

statistics shapes the temporal integration window for natural stimuli such as speech
and music. Thus, the broad and asymmetric temporal integration window for speech
stimuli has been attributed to the statistical regularities of audiovisual speech where
the onset of the voice - at least at the beginning of an utterance - lags the timing of
the mouth movements approximately between 100 and 300 ms

54

. To accommodate

this audiovisual lag in natural speech, observers are less likely to perceive auditory
leading stimuli synchronous than auditory lagging stimuli resulting in an asymmetric
temporal binding window

8, 55, 56

. Indeed, when the auditory signal component is

spectrally rotated such that the auditory envelope is mostly preserved, yet the
speech stimulus is rendered unintelligible and novel, the temporal integration window
is wider and less asymmetric

57

. Likewise, observers are faster to detect audiovisual
9

mismatches for utterances presented in their native than in their foreign language

58

.

Furthermore, the audiovisual temporal binding window narrows with perceptual
training

59-61

. Together these studies highlight that the brain flexibly attunes an

internal model to the statistical regularities of the audiovisual inputs. This internal
model enables more precise temporal predictions for speech and music that match
the statistical regularities in their natural environment leading to a narrower temporal
binding window and audiovisual benefits for naturalistic relative to transformed
stimuli.

The internal model also enables the brain to make cross-sensory predictions
operating from vision to audition and vice versa. In particular, as visible movements
often precede the auditory signal in speech (e.g. facial movements)
(e.g. arm movement of the drummer) actions

8, 62

and music

63-65

, the brain can use the visual signal

to predict the temporal evolution of the auditory signal. Sensory signals that are
incongruent or are physically delayed to one another should therefore elicit a
prediction error signal. Generally, it is thought that prediction errors are associated
with an increase in neural activity in the gamma band that carry feed-forward
influences and an enhanced blood oxygenated level dependent (BOLD) response

32,

66

, though we note that task context and other higher cognitive factors can alter

whether audiovisual incongruencies are associated with increases or decreases in
BOLD response. In line with this conjecture, a human magnetoencelography (MEG)
study demonstrated that auditory speech signals that are incongruent to the facial
movements increase gamma oscillations in lower auditory regions indexing a
bottom-up prediction error

67

. Moreover, the increase in gamma oscillations for non-

matching auditory signals depended on the predictiveness of the facial movement.
10

As expected, it was strongest when the auditory signal was presented with a video
that strongly predicted a different phoneme (for review see: 68).

Along similar lines, a recent neuroimaging study demonstrated that temporal
misalignment of auditory and visual signal components of speech and music stimuli
induced activation increases signalling a prediction error in low-level audiovisual
areas and the superior temporal sulcus as a key audiovisual integration region

69

.

Critically, the regional expression of the temporal prediction error depended on the
directionality of the temporal misalignment. For both speech and music stimuli,
auditory

leading

asynchronous

stimuli

induced

a

prediction

error

signal

predominantly in human visual motion area MT, while visual leading asynchronous
stimuli induced a prediction error signal in auditory areas (Fig. 2). These results
suggest that the sensory system of the leading signal generates temporal predictions
that are violated by the lagging sensory signal, so that prediction error signals are
generated predominantly in the sensory system dedicated to the processing of the
lagging signal.

In summary, predictive coding may form a generic mechanism that enables the brain
to predict the temporal structure and relative timing of inputs from multiple senses.
These temporal predictions are critical for inferring whether or not sensory signals
come from a common source and should be bound into a coherent percept of our
environment.
Fig. 2 about here

11

Internal forward models for sensori-motor temporal predictions
So far we have focused on how sensory systems encode an internal model that
progressively adapts to the temporal structure and correlations of sensory inputs.
Critically, natural speech and music are generated by actions often performed by
human agents. Further, it is well established that even passive speech and music
perception implicitly activate parts of the action system

70-72

. Given these intimate

perception-action links, the brain may be able to provide more precise temporal
predictions for music and speech stimuli by harnessing the computational operations
involved in motor timing 73.

In the field of motor control, precise motor timing is thought to rely on the formation
of internal forward models that map from the motor plan of the intended action (e.g.
singing, speaking or violin playing) onto its sensory consequences (e.g. the visible
finger movements and concurrent auditory sounds) 74. They are fine-tuned to specific
motor tasks and effectors via error feedback during interactions with the environment
and thought to be instantiated in a cortico-cerebellar circuitry

75-78

. As many actions

such as speech and music produce „sensory consequences‟ concurrently in multiple
sensory modalities, this internal forward model indirectly also furnishes predictions
about the relative timings of the sensory signals such as the sound and the visible
hand or mouth movement. Critically, the precision of these temporal predictions
during perception should depend on observer‟s motor expertise for the specific
observed action such as piano playing. Only observers that are trained on the
relevant motor repertoire should be able to generate more precise temporal
predictions leading to a greater sensitivity to audiovisual temporal misalignments and
a narrower temporal binding window. While most human observers are speech

12

experts, humans vary considerably in their musical expertise. This makes the
musician‟s brain an ideal model to study the relationship between observer‟s crosssensory temporal predictions, audiovisual perception and their motor (or music)
expertise 72, 79, 80 (see Table 1i.a for a summary of studies that examined the effect of
long-term music training on perception of audiovisual speech and/or music).

Indeed, a series of studies have demonstrated that long-term music expertise
renders observers more sensitive to temporal misalignments
Lee and Noppeney (2011)

4

63-65, 81

. For instance,

showed that amateur pianists had a narrower temporal

binding window than naive observers specifically for piano music but not for speech
stimuli, where all observers have comparable expertise. Further, conductors as
compared to musicians performed better at a task that requires synchronizing to
audiovisual point-light representation of six single beat gestures, whereas musicians
and non-musicians did not differ in terms of their synchronization abilities

82

. A more

recent study provides some initial tentative evidence that observer‟s temporal
sensitivity depend not only on music training per se but also to some extent on the
specific music instrument the observer practiced

83

. More specifically, pianists

showed a heightened sensitivity to audiovisual temporal misalignments selectively
for piano rather than clarinet or violin music (see experiment 2

83

). Yet, the

interaction between music instrument and instrument training was not significant.
Further psychophysical studies are needed to investigate the specificity and
generalization of music training on the perception of audiovisual signals across
different instruments.

13

Long-term music training frequently involves learning of new notations, i.e. a system
that establishes a new symbolic mapping between sounds and visual symbols (see
Table 1i.b and 1i.c for a summary). This provides the opportunity to investigate the
effect of music training on processing of audiovisual incongruencies at a symbolic
level. Several electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that musicians as
compared to non-musicians exhibit different scalp topography and functional
connectivity for oddball detection using audiovisual symbolic music stimuli
this generalizes to audio-tactile stimulation

85, 88

84-87

and

. As shown in a series of MEG

studies, this sensitivity to audiovisual incongruencies can also be learnt via shortterm perceptual training 85, 89 (see Table 1ii. for a summary).

Collectively, the results suggest that internal forward models that are fine-tuned to a
particular action such as piano playing may provide a supplementary mechanism for
making predictions about the relative timing of audiovisual signal components. In line
with this conjecture, a recent neuroimaging study

4

revealed activation increases for

audiovisual asynchronous relative to synchronous music and speech stimuli not only
in low level audiovisual regions and the superior temporal sulci that have previously
been revealed for simple and complex audiovisual stimuli

90-92

, but also in the

cerebellar-premotor circuitry that is thought to instantiate a forward model in motor
control. Importantly, the asynchrony responses indexing a prediction error were
increased for piano players relative to non-musicians selectively for piano music but
not for speech. Moreover, the premotor asynchrony effects predicted musicians‟
perceptual sensitivity to audiovisual asynchrony for piano music

4, 93

. Collectively,

these studies suggest audiovisual temporal binding in perception recruits neural
processes related to action production and observation. In addition to its well-

14

established effects on auditory processing and wider cognition

79, 94-96

, music practice

refines an action-specific internal forward model as a supplementary mechanism that
enables more precise predictions of the relative timings of the auditory and visual
signals.

This line of research highlights intimate links between sensori-motor

experience and audiovisual perception, whereby everyday interactions with the
environment determine whether and how human observers integrate auditory and
visual inputs into a unified percept (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 about here

Conclusions
Audiovisual scene analysis requires the brain to infer the world‟s causal structure.
For music and speech perception temporal regularities are critical cues informing the
brain whether signals are caused by common sources and should be integrated into
a unified percept. In line with models of predictive coding, we suggest that the brain
fine-tunes an internal model to the statistical signal regularities of the environment.
This internal model generates cross-sensory and sensori-motor temporal predictions
as a mechanism to arbitrate between integration and segregation of signals from
different senses.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1
Bayesian Causal Inference model
The generative model of Bayesian Causal Inference determines whether the visual
input „sight of a violin‟ and the auditory input „music melody„ are generated by
common (C=1) or independent (C=2) sources (for details see 3). For a common
source, the „true‟ audiovisual property in question (e.g. location, timing etc.: SAV) is
drawn from one prior distribution. For independent sources, the „true‟ auditory (SA)
and „true‟ visual (SV) properties are drawn independently from this prior distribution.
We introduce independent sensory noise to generate auditory (XA) and visual (XV)
inputs.

Figure 2
Predictive coding and temporal predictions across the senses
According to predictive coding, backward connections (white) provide predictions
from higher to subordinate cortical levels. Conversely, forward connections (black)
furnish the prediction error that is computed at each cortical level as the difference
between top-down predictions and bottom-up inputs. Prior expectations based on
lifelong exposure to natural speech and music stimuli molds an internal model that
enables the brain to predict the temporal relationship of auditory and visual signals.
For visual leading signal (as in the example illustrated in the figure), the preceding
visual signal induces the brain to generate temporal predictions across auditory and
visual cortices, so that the delayed auditory signal elicits a prediction error signal in
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the auditory cortices (and vice versa auditory leading signals elicit prediction errors
signals in the visual cortices).

Figure 3
Internal forward models for sensori-motor temporal predictions
Internal forward models map from the motor plan of the intended action (e.g. piano
playing) onto its sensory consequences. They are learnt via feedback by minimizing
the prediction error, i.e. the difference between the predicted sensory consequences
and the actual sensory consequences (e.g. piano sounds, visible finger movements,
tactile sensations) that are caused by the action.
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Table Legends
Table 1
Table 1. Summary of research studies that examined the effects of (i) long-term
music training on: a. perception of audiovisual naturalistic speech and music stimuli,
b. perception of audiovisual symbolic music stimuli, and c. perception of audio-tactile
symbolic music stimuli, and (ii) short-term music training on perception of audiovisual
music.
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Table 1. Summary of research studies that examined the effects of (i) long-term music training on: a. perception of audiovisual
naturalistic speech and music stimuli, b. perception of audiovisual symbolic music stimuli, and c. perception of audio-tactile
symbolic music stimuli, and (ii) short-term music training on perception of audiovisual music.
Studies
(first author)

Type of
Data

Participants

Type of stimuli

Task

Results

i. Long-term music training influences processing of audiovisual speech and/or music
a. Perception of audiovisual naturalistic speech and music stimuli
83

Bishop

Behavioural

Expert
musicians
(clarinetists,
pianists,
violinists)

Duo performances of 3
pieces of music

AV-SJ task: 3 stimulus type
X 9 AV delays (0, 0.04,
0.12, 0.2, 0.28 s)

Musicians were most sensitive
to asynchrony for piano stimuli
and least sensitive to
asynchrony for violin stimuli.
Size of TIW: violin > clarinet >
piano stimuli. TIW decreased
with increasing musical
experience.

81

Behavioural

Amateur
pianists vs.
non-musicians

AV speech syllables and
sentences, AV sinewave
speech syllables and
sentences, AV music tones
and music melodies

AV-SJ task: 3 stimulus type
X 2 stimulus duration X 13
AV delays (-0.36:0.06:0.36
s)

Musicians > non-musicians:
Narrower TIW for music and
sinewave speech but not
speech stimuli; TIW for music
decreased with amount of
piano practice

4

Behavioural
and fMRI

Amateur
pianists vs.
non-musicians

AV speech sentences and
AV music melodies

AV-SJ task outside
scanner: 2 stimulus type X
13 AV delays
(-0.36:0.06:0.36 s); AV
passive viewing task inside
scanner: 2 stimulus type X
3 AV delays (0 ms, 0.24 s)

Musicians > non-musicians:
Narrower TIW for music but not
speech stimuli; Increased
activation in bilateral pSTS, left
premotor and left cerebellar
region

Brainstem

Amateur

Visual: male speaker

Task: subjects were to

Musicians > non-musicians:

Lee

Lee

Musacchia

94

25

EEG

musicians vs.
non-musicians

articulating the syllable “da”,
musician bowing a cello;
Auditory: speech syllable
“da”, musical sound of a
cello being bowed (note G2)

silently count the number of
target stimuli (slightly longer
in duration than nontargets) they saw or heard
and then report that number
at the end of each block

earlier and larger brainstem
responses for both speech and
music stimuli presented in
auditory and AV conditions.

b. Perception of audiovisual symbolic music stimuli
Luck

82

Behavioural

Conductors
vs. musicians
vs. nonmusicians

AV point-light
representations of six singlebeat gestures (differ in terms
of degree of curvature)
produced by two conductors
(1 novice, 1 experienced)

2 conductor type X 3
gestures type
Task: participants pressed
space bar “in synchrony”
with the stimuli they were
presented with.

Conductors synchronized more
consistently than musicians,
whereas musicians and nonmusicians did not differ in their
synchronization abilities.

63

Behavioural

Expert jazz
drummers vs.
novices

Experiment 1 and 2: AV
point light displays of
drumming actions

Experiment1: AV-SJ task: 3
tempos X 3 accents X 9 AV
delays
(-0.267:0.067:0.267);
Experiment 2: AV-SJ task:
2 AV incongruent X 9 AV
delays (-0.267:0.067:0.267)

Musicians > non-musicians:
Narrower TIW
Non-musicians, but not
musicians, showed increased
sensitivity to asynchrony as a
function of tempo.

65

Behavioural

Expert jazz
drummers vs.
novices

AV point light displays of
drumming actions

AV-SJ task: 9 AV delays (0.267:0.067:0.267) X 2
visual displays (elimination
or inclusion of drumstickdrumhead impact point)

Non-musicians > musicians:
unable to detect asynchrony
when there is no information of
the drumstick-drumhead
impact point. For condition with
drumstick-drumhead impact
point information, musicians
perceived best AV alignment
when sight preceded sound,
whereas for condition without
drumstick-drumhead impact
point information, musicians
perceived best AV alignment
when sound co-occurred or
preceded with sight.

Petrini

Petrini

26

64

Petrini

Behavioural

Expert jazz
drummers vs.
novices

AV point light displays of
drumming actions

AV-SJ and TOJ tasks: 9 AV
delays (-0.267:0.067:0.267)
X 4 orientation views by
participants

Musicians > non-musicians:
narrower TIW for SJ task but
not for TOJ task. More
sensitivity to asynchrony. Nonmusicians, but not musicians,
showed less sensitivity to
asynchrony when orientation
view became less natural for
SJ-task.

84

EEG

Amateur
musicians vs.
non-musicians

Visual: two musical notes on
a treble-clef staff; Auditory:
two 300 ms pure tones

Oddball paradigm. 85% of
trials were AV congruent
trials, 15% of trials were AV
incongruent trials (either the
visual stimulus deviated
from the standard, the
auditory stimulus deviated
from the standard or both
auditory and visual stimuli
deviated from the
standard).

Non-musicians > musicians:
different scalp topography and
more negative amplitudes at
electrode Cz. Amplitudes to
congruent stimuli were less
negative as training increased,
but amplitudes to incongruent
stimuli did not change with
training.
Musicians > non-musicians:
larger P300 and different scalp
topography.

85

MEG

Expert
musicians vs.
non-musicians

Experiment 1: Visual:
simplified music reading
modus representing the
pitch height of each tone
(the higher the tone, the
higher the position of the
circle); Auditory: 5 tone
melodies, AV incongruency
(violation of the rule),
auditory mismatch (timbre)
or a visual mismatch (color)
93
Experiment 3: see

Experiment 1: oddball
paradigm
Task: participants indicated
if the AV stimuli were
congruent or incongruent
and if there was a tone
sounding differently from all
others, or if a disk was of a
different color.
Experiment 3: 4 AV delays
(0, +0.15, +0.2, +0.25 s)
93
Experiment 3: see

Experiment 1: Musicians >
non-musicians: increased
difference for incongruent >
congruent trials in right auditory
cortex
Experiment 3: Musicians >
non-musicians: increased
difference for synchronous >
asynchronous trials in left
auditory cortex

MEG

Expert
musicians vs.

Visual: simplified music
reading modus representing
the pitch height of each tone

Oddball detection.
Task: participants indicated

Musicians > non-musicians:
increased activity in frontal,
temporal, and occipital regions

Nichols

Pantev

Paraskevopoulos

87

27

Paraskevopoulos

93

Lu

97

Petrini

86

non-musicians

(the higher the tone, the
higher the position of the
circle); Auditory: 5 tone
melodies, AV incongruency
(violation of the rule),
auditory mismatch (timbre)
or a visual mismatch (color)

if the AV stimuli were
congruent or incongruent
and if there was a tone
sounding differently from all
others, or if a disk was of a
different color.

as a response to AV
incongruency, unisensory
auditory and visual mismatch
responses.

MEG

Expert
musicians vs.
non-musicians

Visual: simplified music
reading modus representing
the pitch height of each tone
(the higher the tone, the
higher the position of the
circle); Auditory: 5 tone
melodies, AV incongruency
(violation of the rule)

Congruent (the higher the
pitch, the higher the
position) and incongruent
AV pairings.

Musicians and non-musicians
showed different connectivity
patterns for integration AV
information.

Behavioural
and fMRI

Expert
musicians vs.
non-musicians

Visual: black circular dot;
Auditory: 200 ms of
sinusoidal tone of 880 Hz;

4 AV delays (0, +0.15, +0.2,
+0.25 s)
Task: participants judged if
the stimulus presented was
a synchronous,
asynchronous or control
trial.

Musicians > non-musicians:
more accurate when judging if
the AV stimuli were
synchronous or asynchronous;
Increased activity in left pSTS,
insula and post-central gyrus
for synchronous trials, and
increased activity in left
cerebellum for asynchronous
trials.

fMRI

Expert jazz
drummers vs.
novices

AV point light displays of
drumming actions

Experiment 1: AV
synchronous and
asynchronous (visual
leading) stimuli; Experiment
2: AV synchronous
congruent vs. AV
synchronous incongruent
stimuli

Experiment 1: Musicians >
non-musicians: more sensitive
to AV asynchrony; reduced
activity in bilateral cerebellum
and left parahippocampal
gyrus. Experiment 2: Musicians
showed increased activity for
incongruent > congruent AV
synchronous stimuli in right
IPL, right ITG, right MFG and
right precentral gyrus. Nonmusicians showed increased
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activity for incongruent >
congruent AV synchronous
stimuli in right ITG.
c. Perception of audio-tactile symbolic music stimuli
88

Behavioural

Expert
musicians vs.
non-musicians

Tactile: 50ms of vibration of
200 Hz presented by a
vibrotactile device; Auditory:
50 ms of white noise burst

Task: Participants indicated
immediately upon the
perception of an auditory,
tactile or synchronous
audio-tactile stimulation.

Musicians > non-musicians:
faster when responding to an
audio-tactile stimulation.

85

MEG

Expert
musicians vs.
non-musicians

Experiment 2: Tactile
stimulation of left hand
(index, middle, ring and litter
fingers); Auditory: 4 possible
pitches, starting with the
lowest tone corresponding to
the stimulation of the index
finger, second lowest tone to
the middle finger, second
highest tone to the ring
finger and highest tone to
the little finger, an audiotactile incongruency, an
auditory mismatch (timbre)
or a tactile mismatch
(change of location of the
tactile stimulation).

Experiment 2: oddball
paradigm
Task: participants indicated
if the audio-tactile stimuli
were congruent or
incongruent and if there
was a tone sounding
differently from all others, or
if a disk was of a different
color.

Experiment 2: Musicians >
non-musicians: increased
difference for incongruent >
congruent trials in left auditory
cortex.

2 training group (group
trained with audiovisual
stimulus (AV-Int) or group
with separate auditory and
visual training (AV-Sep));
same task as Experiment 1;
5 training sessions in 1
week; MEG recorded after
st
1 training and the last

AV-Int: Incongruent >
congruent trials in left auditory
cortex, whereas AV-Sep: no
effect in AV integration

Landry

Pantev

ii. Short-term music training influences processing of audiovisual music
Pantev

85

MEG

Nonmusicians

Visual: simplified music
reading modus representing
the pitch height of each tone
(the higher the tone, the
higher the position of the
circle); Auditory: 5 tone
melodies, audiovisual
incongruency (violation of
the rule), auditory mismatch
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Paraskevopoulos

89

MEG

Nonmusicians

(timbre) or a visual mismatch
(color)

immediately before the
second MEG recording.

Experiment 1: Visual:
simplified music reading
modus representing the
pitch height of each tone
(the higher the tone, the
higher the position of the
circle); Auditory: 5 tone
melodies, AV incongruency
(violation of the rule),
auditory mismatch (timbre)
or a visual mismatch (color)

2 training group (group
trained with audiovisual
stimulus (AV-int) or group
with separate auditory and
visual training (AV-Sep));
same task as Experiment 1;
5 training sessions in 1
st
week: 1 training
immediately after MEG
th
recording and 5 training
immediately before MEG
recording.
MEG recorded before
training (Pre) and
immediately after last
training (Post).

Post > Pre: better at detecting
incongruent AV trials.
Post > Pre & AV-Int > AV-Sep
& incongruent > congruent AV
trials: left superior frontal gyrus
and left STG

Legend: AV = audiovisual; MEG = Magnetoencephalography; EEG = electroencephalography; fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging; SJ =
synchrony judgment; TOJ = temporal order judgment; TIW = temporal integration window; pSTS = posterior superior temporal sulcus; STG = superior
temporal gyrus; IPL = inferior parietal lobule; ITG = inferior temporal gyrus; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; positive AV delays indicate that visual precedes
auditory signal, while negative AV delays indicate that visual lags auditory signal.
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